Discrete event dynamical systems are used to model a number of engineering applications ranging from communication networks, distributed computing systems to manufacturing systems. A new analytical model is proposed for the analysis of asynchronous, optimistic distributed simulation of discrete event dynamical systems. The performance of traditional timewarp algorithms and that of a new rollback algorithm, Wolf, are examined in this framework and a comparison is attempted. A few preliminary implementations of Wolf on a distributed computing system confirm analytical results predicting a considerable reduction in error propagation, a decrease in the number of cancellations and an enhancement in the forward computation.
INTRODUCTION
We propose to investigate the use of distributed simulation foi the evaluation and design of discrete event dynamical systems(DEDS). DEDS are used in a gamut of applications rangmg from communication networks, distnbuted computing systems to manufacturing systems. These models, nevertheless, are characterized by their complexity and the lack of suitable performance evaluation methods. Except for a very small set, these systems are analytically intractable, and are in addition prohibitive to evaluate numerically. As a consequence, one often has to resort to simulation as the only available and sufficiently general evaluation methodology. However, simulations of complex DEDS are usually exceedingly slow to run (and also to develop). As a result, the development of simulation speedup methods is of crucial importance in its potential for making feasible the evaluation of a vastly larger set of engmeering systems.
Two classes of simulation speed up methods have been examined in the literature: variance reduction methods (see Wilson (1984) , Iglehart and Glynn (1987) , Ripley (1987) , Kleijnen (1974-75) , Parekh and Walrand (1986) ) and distrbuted sunulation methods ( Mishra (1985) , Chandy (1988) , Jefferson (1985) , see Righter and Walrand (1988) for a literature survey).
The former class is based on the observation that the number of replications of a simulation experiment necessary to obtain an estimate with a prescribed level of confidence is proportional to the variance of the estimator. Thus, by constructing an estimator with a smaller variance, one can reduce the This research was supported in part by the Computer Sciences Division, Shell Development Co., Houston, TX, and in part by (he National Science Foundation (NSF).
number of necessary experiments, and hopefully thereby speed up the simulation. In general, these variance reduction techniques are difficult to implement and they rarely produce a substantial variance reduction. This explains why very few commercial simulation packages exploit these methods.
Distributed simulations present a very promising potential. They are based the fact that a multiple processor machine can achieve a higher computational power at a more attractive price in terms of design cost, than a single processor design. For instance, the NCUBE computer with 512 processors has a potential processing power comparable to that of a CRAY-XMP, which is 15 times more expensive. It appears that the evolution of technology will continue to increase the performance/cost advantage of multiple processor architectures. See Gupta (1987) for a survey of multiprocessor designs. The challenge is however to design simulations that make good use of that potential power of multiple processor systems. For instance, if a simulation on a 512 processor hypercube uses each processor 50% of the time, then the simulation will be 256 times faster than on a single processor machine, and then will achieve a performance/cost about 7 times better than a CRAY X-MP.
Simulations of networks also tend to be exceedingly slow. For instance, consider a Jackson Network with 40 nodes, and with a traffic intensity of 50% at each node. The average number of transitions in a busy cycle can be estimated as follows. Denote the total arrival rate into the network (from outside) by h. If the average busy cycle duration is B , then one must have a(S+a)-I = X(O) where a is the average holding time of the empty state and n(0) = 2-is the stationary probability of that empty state. Now, n-h-' , so that B =h-Q40 . As a consequence, the average number of customers served in a busy cycle is hB = Z4O = 10l2 . To determine the average time required to simulate a busy cycle of the network, one argues that each customer will require an average number of instructions of the order of 10 to 100. This rough estimate considers the average number of queues that a customer has to go through (this depends on routing probabilities) and the number o f instructions required to process each arrival and departure at a queue (generating random service times, updating statistics collection routines, making routing decisions). This leads to an estimate of between to ioi4 instructions per busy cycle. Thus, on a 10 MIPS machine, the simulation of a busy cycle will take between 11 days and 4 months. To be statistically significant, the simulation should generate a number of busy cycles if we want estimates about the stationary distribution.
Numerous examples have shown that there is no universally preferred simulation approach on a multiprocessor machine. Similarly, the characteristics of the multiple processor machine affect the selection of a suitable task assignment algorithm. We will discuss these issues in later sections. A "vectored" simulation approach, Buckshot, will be discussed to outline some methods which may help improve a suboptimal initial assignment of tasks to the distributed computing system (see Madisetti, Walrand and Messerschmitt (1988b) ). An objective of our research is to identify the relevant characteristics of a multiple processor machine and that of the system model and then to provide guidelines for the selection of the appropriate simulation methodology.
SIMULATION METHODOLOGIES
In a synchronous event-driven simulation, the processors have access to the "local time" of other processors, either through a centralized global clock, or through message passing. Thus, at each transition, a processor can tell whether its local time is the next one to be updated Special hardware may be used to speed up this clock distribution.
In a conservative asynchronous event-driven simulation, the processes are updated only when all the relevant information is available. One method for achieving this is to have each process inform others of the earliest time it might send them some information. This would allow receiving nodes to schedule their event list with some freedom, and also keep updating their local times. This method also prevents deadlocks if each process adds a small positive increment of simulation time, between the input and the output timestamps. Another method is to accept the inevitability of deadlock, and send "probes" to elicit the required information. A few variations of these schemes have been proposed that permit deadlocks to occur, be detected, and then be resolved. See Mishra (1984) .
By contrast to the preceding method, in an optimistic asynchronous event driven simulation, the processors "charge ahead'' as fast as they can. As a consequence, it may be that some of the updates were performed erroneously (because all the relevant information was not available). When this occurs, the processes "roll back" their local clocks to the latest st.ate compatible with the new information sending "anti-messages'' to undo the erroneous messages which were sent with partial information. Variations of this time warp approach, involving the timing of these messages have been proposed (thewarp with aggressive or lazy cancellation). See Jefferson and Gafni, (1988) .
Our discussion now focuses on developing models for the timewarp mechanism and on a new algorithm, Wolf, for optimistic simulation of dynamical discrete event systems.
Wolf limits the loss of causality to a sphere ofinjuence , W, (i"), where rn is the error message detected to be an error at time i" after it had been processed (Section 3).
Time-Warp Mechanisms
In this section, we analyze two different rollback strategies proposed by Jefferson and Gafni (1988) . Their mode of a execution is basically the same with an identical number of messages required to be corrected, however, some forward computation and communication costs maybe be saved in the case of lazy cancellation at the cost of some additional memory. Exactly when these advantages may be realized is a pertinent problem, and very often the solution lies in the properties of the messages in the flow. We now establish some terminology for timewarp developed by Jefferson, Gafni and others for purposes of analyses.
Each process in the network keeps a V i u a l Time clock, denoted as LVT which is updated by each message the process receives. A process p receives event messages in its Input Queue and continue ]processing them until either no event messages remain or a message is received whose time stamp is lower than that of the local LVT. This message is appropriately termed the struggler and triggers the onset of the rollback in simulation time. The LVT then has to be rolled back to the timestamp of the straggler. To assist in the rollback process, all messages processed prior to the receipt of the straggler are kept in a queue termed the Output Queue. Each of these records is called an antimessage for the previously sent message. Therefore, rollback is implemented by sending antimessages to subsequent recipient processes. When an antimessage meets its corresponding message it annihilates it. Each process treats the antimessage exactly like it would treat any other message in the Input Queue, and process it according to a timestamp order. The antimessages are then propagated throughout the network until the rollback wave spreads to all the processes and the times for all processes are consistent with the causal assumption.
Of interest is the time for which the rollback wave propagates in the network. This represents the lost time which would otherwise have been productively utilized in marching forward in simulation tune. Memory requirements are also a focus of interest as most commercially available have a limited memory per node. Some remedies for this problem will be outlined later in the paper. We will now briefly discuss implementations of standard timewarp: 1. Aggressive Cancellauon, and 2. Lazy Cancellation
The rollback mechanism consists of two phases; (A) A Restoration Phase, and (B). A Cancellation Phase. In the Restoration Phase, the current state is destroyed and the Input Queue and the Output Queue have pointers set to the state with the highest simulatedl time strictly greater than the timestamp of the straggler V . The straggler is enqueued in the input queue and is ultimately received by the process p , which then sets its LVT to V . In the Cancellation Phase, all the states in the State Queue of the process p with time stamps greater than v are erased, and all antimessages corresponding to messages with Send Times (ST) greater than V are sent to the receiving process r . There, the antimessages are enqueued and annihilate their corresponding messages to rollback to a state consistent with the available information. The receiving process r , then generates successive antimessages for its recipient processes.
This mechanism is termed as Aggressive Cancellation, since it cancels all the messages with time stamps greater than v.
The Restoration Phase for Lazy Cancellation is the same as for Aggressive Cancellation, however, the Cancellation Phase is different. The process p , does not send the antimessages immediately, but sends antimessages for those messages which were found altered on recomputation. It is anticipated that only a few messages need be retransmitted resulting in a reduced number of cancelled messages. Two parameters suggested for evaluating the efficacy of rollback schemes have been the number of rollbacks generated by a single straggler communicated between two processes, and the number of antimessages transmitted (equal to the number of messages cancelled). The operat~on of standard tme-warp algorithms and the proposed Wolf algorithm will be compared using an example, as illustrated in the following paragraph.
A Rollback Example

A ROLLBACK ALGORITHM: WOLF
Let the straggler arrive at process p with a time stamp V . The process p is at the some time stamp higher than V , say H . Therefore, p has to rollback from H to V . Let OUT be the first event in the Output Queue of p with a time stamp greater than ff. This corresponds to the antimessage for the last message sent by p . Let NEW be the new message generated by p to recompute the true value based on the straggler's information.
NEW is then transmitted by p to the receiving process r . We observe the cancellation phase in process r as a result of these messages. In real time t o is the time when the straggler is received by process p , t i is the time when message OLD is received by r and tp is the time when r receives the message NEW. We only consider the first stage of rollback before it propagates to other receiving processes (Section 3) Let us also consider the case when ST(NEW) < ST(0LD). See also Gafni and Jefferson.
Aggressive Cancellation: The message OLD arrives at time rl to process r , let ~2 be the number of messages in r's
Output Queue with time stamps > RT(OLD), and r computes forward Y messages, and then, when finally NEW arrives at real time t z there are X I messages with time stamps between RT(NEW) and RT(0LD). The total number of messages to be cancelled is xl+x2+Y messages. Figure 1 shows this graphically.
Lazy Cancellation: Lazy cancellation has to cancel the same number of messages, however, it saves on the transmission of identical messages. There is a factor p which determines the efficiency of a lazy evaluation.
In the next few sections, we examine rollback in a general framework. Some embedded source models, and the notion of spheres of influence are introduced for the purpose of analysis of optiniistic computing systems. A new rollback algorithm Wolf, is then examined in this framework.
RT(NEW)
RT ( In this section, we make precise the underlying structure and mechanisms through which elements (processes) in a dynamic discrete event system interact with each other. The efficiency of a distributed implementation of a simulation is dependent on a number of factors: 1) The concurrency inherent in the system being simulated, 2) The potential parallelism that can be extracted, and, 3) The communications overhead in passing data and control variables within the system. Very often, as in most optimistic simulation algorithms, the structure a the system being simulated is not utilized in planning the simulation. To aid such an implementation we classify DEDS into 1) Static Systems, and 2) Dynamic Systems. These classes will be made precise in the next few paragraphs. Static systems allow efficient implementation of the algorithms proposed in this paper, dynamic systems may need more memory and a relatively higher communication bandwidth. The class of static systems is, however, sufficiently rich to include a number of interesting systems. 
Network Models
Then the system is defined to be a static system. Static systems allow the modeling of a variety of communication networks, manufacturing systems, distributed computing systems and transportation systems amongst others. In essence, the message follows one of several different paths and there is no explicit dependence of the routing on the states of the transmitting and the receiving nodes.
Dynamic Systems:
If the probability of transmission of the message m from node i to node j depends explicitly on m and the states of the nodes, then the system is defined as a dynamic. In such cases, a logical network itself does not exist and the system is a collection of interacting particles. Examples of such systems include battlefield simulations, interactions between atomic particles among others.
Where S ( i ) and 5'6) denote the states of nodes i and j .
Sphere of Influence, w ( i , t )
In this section, we wish to quantify the notion of error propagation within an optimistic distributed simulation system. Let b be the communication time between two neighboring nodes, and U be the processing time required to process a single message by any computing node. If a message of class c completes its processing at time t+ in node i, then we define the set W ( i , t ) to be the set of nodes that can be influenced by that message in time I . More specifically, j f W ( i , f ) c=>pkyP z 0 , forsorne a , p , and
As the communication times b and computation times U are in general random, replacing them by the minimum communication times and processing times leads to a conservative estimate of the sphere of influence. A finite algorithm allows one to compute W ( i , t ) for any finite I . This can be done off-line. This information can be stored in node i, possibly after some compression by approximation in the form of a lookup table. The sphere of influence could also be adaptively updated to monitor the chdnges in the network. The radius of propagation, SR consists of those nodes , kEW(i,ts ) , which are at a radial distance of R away.
The following is the algorithm for the node, i , which initiates Wolf to rollback the effects of error message , E , processed at real time of rs seconds earlier.
Wolf Algorithm
Node i:
Rollback LVT to T, AwaitACKj from all jESIt Initiate Forward Compute Phase End /* v(E,T,) , is the Wolf-call, containing the identity of the error message, E , and the timestamp, T E , at which it was received by i . */ /* Each receiving node, j , processes V(E,TE). We illustrate the algorithm for node j e W ( i , t s ) when it receives a Wolf-call, The algorithm ensures that the effects of the error message, E , are limited to the sphere of radius R , W(i,ts) . In addition, only P broadcasts are necessary to complete the rollback as opposed to at lemt R communication steps required by timewarp. P is usually much smaller than R . In the next section, we outline how p can be determined.
We need next to estimate the communication overhead for Wolf. If the time required for a single broadcast is E then for P broadcasts we need time PE. At each step of the algorithm, a few nodes (on an error path) broadcast Wolf-calls concurrently, incurring overhead of only one broadcast. Therefore P , the number of steps the algorithm takes to terminate, determines the overhead in communications. In practice, the time required for a multihop broadcast is approximately equal to that of a single hop communication step. This performance is achieved using a virtual cut-through routing algorithm.
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Figure 3
Let us now consider a few examples, to illustrate rollback using Wolf. In Example 1 [ Figure 31 , we have a simple queueing network with a sphere of influence, W ( i , t s ) consisting of the 17 nodes as shown. Node 1 initiates Wolf when it detects the straggler. Let us assume that the error message, E , is now at node 8. Therefore, nodes 1-8 form the primary error path, or the error path of order 1 as we will call it. When node 1, initiates the rollback, it broadcasts information about the error message and the its Local Virtual Time when it received the error message, E . Each receiving node stops processing its Input Queue if its LVT is greater than that time, and in addition, if it has actually processed E then it is on the primary error path and rolls back (to the LVT at which it received E ) . It then broadcasts to the remaining nodes (off the primary path) in W ( i , t s ) , information regarding the messages it has processed subsequent to processing E . In this case, nodes nodes 3 and 5 are the only nodes on the primary error path ( order 1 ) which have transmitted messages along paths 3-13 and 5-17 ( order 2 ). These broadcasts take place simultaneously, with all the nodes rolling back to the LVTs which are consistent with the available information. h short, the primary path 1-8 rolls back after the first broadcast, and then the paths of order 2, 3-13 and 5-17, roll back after the second broadcast.
If standard timewarp (without broadcast and "blocking") were used, a minimum of 7 communication hops would be required, as the antimessage i s propagated along the nodes 1-8 in succession and likewise along the paths 3-13 and 5-17. If the the nodes were lightly loaded then the number of communication steps required by the antmessage to meet with and annihi-/ate the error message would be much larger. Forward computation is then initiated by Node 1, and the nodes restart forward computation. Forward computation after rollback can use with with advantage the facts that lazy cancellation can be used (to save on retransmission of messages) and that random numbers previously generated at the nodes can be reused to simulate service times.
We have introduced some new notation in the previous example; that of the order of the error path. Paths of order 1, contain those nodes which had processed the primary error message E . Paths of higher order are those which originate from the paths of lower order, when nodes on lower order paths process messages subsequent to processing an error message (and hence those messages are also errors and need be corrected). This notion allows us to determine the number of broadcasts which would be required by the Wolf algorithm.
The number of broadcasts required by Wolf equals the highest order of any error path in the sphere of influence.
In the case of Example 1, the highest order of error paths was 2, hence 2 broadcasts were required. It can be easily shown that the maximum number of broadcasts would be limited by the radius of propagation of the sphere of influence. In Example 1, this radius was 7.
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Example 2
Figure 4
Our next example [ Figure 41 , depicts the configuration of a manufacturing system. For the purposes of illustrating the penalties of not using broadcast algorithms for rollback, we assign values for the minimum communication time between nodes, 6 = 1, seconds and the minimum processing time , a = 1 seconds. If the error was detectl-d by node 1 at time t=4 seconds, and the network were lightly loaded, it is unlikely that the antimessage transmitted by node 1, would meet with the error message to annihilate it. If the error message reached the fork, secondary error messages would contaminate the entire network. Wolf, however, with a combination of broadcast and "blocking" guarantees that effects of the error message will. be confined to the sphere of influence (with radius 3). Besides, all the nodes in the error path roll back in simulated time concurrently. Since, only a few paths span the sphere of influence the rollback phase with Wolf is very short, implying a short recovery period from the loss of causality.
Based on this discussion, we formalize the notion of primary and secondary error paths. We consider two paths differing in order by one, the one with the lower order being the primary path and the one with the higher order, the secondary error path
Embedded-Source Model for Rollback
Let node i process a messag,e E at real time t=O, and at time t=rs a struggler is detected, informing node i that message E was an error message. Message E , in the mean while, has been processed by nodes j , k , 1 . r when the straggler arrived at i. This path i -j -k -I r is defined as an error path of order 1. Each node along the error path of order I, processes other messages subsequent to processing the error message, these messages are also error messages and directly influence the rest of the network.
Embedded-Source Model for Analysis
Figure 5
In a dynamical discrete event system, with random routing, the path of order 1, gives rise to a number of secondary error paths of order 2. For the purpose of analysis [ Figure 51 , each of the nodes, n , on the path of order 1 is embedded with a source of rate pn (messages/se:c), which generates error messages to the rest of the network. 'The messages from i are processed as they arrive. Therefore, between every two error messages processed along the primary error path, a number of secondary error messages resulting from interaction with the rest of the network are generated.
In the path of order 1, nodes j , k , 1 ,..., r are at radii of 1 , 2 , 3 ...., R respectively. The number of error messages generated by these R nodes in the t h e ts would be These messages represent those which are generated prior to the time the straggkr is detected. When Wolf is invoked, additional error messages are generated in the time it takes for the broadcast to reach the nodes, and their number is E(Pj+Pk+PI + . ' + P r ) However, if there were no Wolf-call and antimessages are propagated from node to node, then number of additional eiTor messages that remain to be cancelled are given by
The number of additional error messages to be cancelled depends on the rates of the embedded sources, and is particularly sensitive to the sources on nodes at increasing radii of propagation (owing to .a linear multiplier). Therefore, a long error path is capable of generating a large number of secondary error messages relative to a short error path (small f s ) . Wolf, however, is insensitive I : O the path length. In this simple example, we have considered two paths; the analysis can be extended to paths of higher order. If all nodes in the sphere of influence were not informed ,about the straggler then the numbers given above represent 0nl.y the lower bound on the additional messages that need be cancelled.
Pipelined Forward Computation and Rollback
Spheres of influence allow an elegant representation of forward simulation and rollback in an optimistic distributed simulation. The sphlere of influence of an error message grows with time, until the error is detected and Wolf is invoked. The the broadcast Wolf-call "freezes" the sphere of influence while the rollback phase begins.
In Wolf, nodes in more than one shell can rollback concurrently. The signal to rollback does not depend on the radius of the shell a particular node is in, but on the order of the error path of which it is part. This is unlike standard timewarp, where the shells rollback in succession, starting with the shell at radius 1 and ending with the rollback of shell at radius R . In Wolf, we have P broadcasts and hence P phases in the rollback. However, both the schemes allow pipelining of forward computation with rollback. In Wolf, a phase could include rollback of more than one complete shell. We must note, however, that restarted forward computation though faster is still sequential. Feedback paths may slow down forward computation.
After the nodes in a shell have rolled back, they restart forward computation, while the nodes in the shells of greater radii begin to roll back in simulated time. This pipelining then progresses until all the shells in the sphere of influence have rolled back to a state consistent with the available information. By then, the entire sphere will have restarted forward computa- 
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tion. This sequence is shown in Figures 6(a) -(f). In (a) the sphere of influence is growing to that in (b). At the instant (b), the node i detects the straggler, and the rollback starts as shown by (c). In (d), shells 2 and 3 rollback, while shell (1) computes forward. In (e), shell 4 rolls back, while shells 1, 2 and 3 compute forward. The Wolf phase is completed in (f).
DESIGN OF SIMULA'I'ORS
In this section, we delve briefly on some strategies to plan and implement large scale simulations of dynamical discrete event systems on a network of computing processors. Such systems contain a large number of comlputing nodes (40-50), flexible routing facilities, service disciplines, and monitoring and statistics collection routines.
The initial phase of the simulxtion involves formulating a model for the real life system being simulated. The onus of designing a precise model of the dynamical discrete event system rests largely on the application expert. The next step is to distribute the model onto a set of logical processes. Then the processes are mapped onto a distributed computing system with a number of computing elements. Since the concurrent computing environment consists of a number of concurrent and, in general, asynchronous processes sharing a few common processors, an efficient task assignment and load balancing algorithm must be used to schedule the distributed simulation. We have developed a Concurrent System Programming Language (COSPROL), to adaptively assign computing resources in a distributed multitasking, multiprogramming environment (See Madisetti and Messerschrnitt 1988 b) . Both conservative and optimistic distributed simulation methods can improve upon the efficiency of their implementation by minimizing the communication overhead. The overhead in conservative methodologies arises from the null messages that are communicated between processes to maintain causality. In optimistic schemes, communications are necessary to rollback to a state consistent with the available information. In another paper (See Madisetti, Walrand and Messerschmitt, 1988a, and Heidelberger, 1986 , for a specific case), we have proposed an algorithm through which a number of messages from 5 independent simulations are processed on the same distributed simulation testbed. Instead of a single message, a "vector" consisting of B messages from B independent simulations are transmitted between processes. All the messages in a "vector" share the same communication overhead and also help keep processors busy. For example, the null messages of one simuIation are sent with the real jobs of another orthogonal sirnulation run. In the case of optimistic Wolf, the processors cim compute forward in one simulation run, while they are blocked by rollback in another independent simulation run. The two main advantages are the reduction in the communication overhead, and the increase in the utilization of the computing elements. We define (his approach as "vectored simulation" and call 5 as the Buckshot vector.
Once a suitable "vector" lenglh is chosen, the next step is the identification of Wolf nodes arid determining their spheres of influence. Both of these depend 'on the structure of the distributed model being simulated.
Wolf nodes can be usually identified as those with more than one input. The sphere of influence can be determined by a number of methods. In the algorithms discussed in this paper, we have assumed that the sphere of influence is known, and the efficiency of the algorithm depends on how well this sphere can be estimated in practice (hence the name, Wolf). A conservative method, in which the minimum communication and processing times are used is described in the paper. This may overestimate the radius of the sphere, especially when the network is heavily loaded. Other approaches we are considering, include a dynamic algorithm which iteratively evaluates smaller spheres of influence and extrapolates to a large one. For example, to evaluate W ( i , T ), at first W ( i , T I ) is determined for T~~T , and then the nodes, k in W(i , T I ) determine
~( k , T -T I ) .
The union of these spheres determines the requlred sphere of influence. This approach can be extended to evaluate the sphere of influence as accurately as possible. However, occasional errors can result due to changes in the states of the queues, in dynamic systems. Another method, would be to release marked messaiges occasionally and determine their trajectories with time. Very often, especially in static systems, the entire trajectory of a message through a system can be probabilistically determined before the message enters the network, simplying evaluation (of W ( i , t ).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present some results from some pilot implementations of rollback algorithms on the NCUBE distributed memory multiple processing system. The NCUBE multiple processor system., connects upto 1024 computing elements each with its own local memory. The processors communicate via asynchronous message passing. Each of the nodes is capable of about 0.5 MFLOPS peak performance and a strong hypercube type interconnectivity allows concurrency in communications. Latest models of commercial multiprocessors provide very efficient multi-hop communication protocols (See Dally, 1987) , with the time taken for a multi-hop message communication step only slightly larger than that of a single hop. In addition hardware broadcast facilities are provided, enabling a single node to broadcast to a number of other neighboring nodes through dedicated links.
Wolf and timewarp algorithms were implemented on a network of seven computing nodes. The network topology is illustrated in Figure ' 1 . The objective of the experiment was to experimentally verify the embedded-source model and the sensitivity of the messages to be cancelled to the source rates and the path length. Extensive simulation of Wolf, on a large network using about 401 nodes is currently being implemented to study the performance tradeoffs in practice. In this example, the nodes were strung in tandem, and node 5, is embedded with a source of rate p5 maodeling interaction with the rest of the network. The performance of Wolf and timewarp was then measured with varying pi:ocessing times. One such set of observations is illustrated in Graph 1. The numbers represent the number of error messages that need to be cancelled by either scheme. The straggler was separated from the error message by 6 time units. When two embedded sources were used (the other on node 4), the nunibers of error messages were an order of magnitude higher. We will present an exhaustive comparison in a later paper, when a realistic dynamical system will be simulated. Our preliminary results are encouraging, indicating an order of magnitude ireduction in the number of messages to be cancelled by Wolf lrelative to timewarp, when two paths are considered. (the sum (a+b) along the path is normalized to 1 and the source rate is vaned between 1 and 2).
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented a new analytical model for opthistk distributed simulation systems. A new algorithm for rollback, Wolf, is proposed and its performance discussed. Wolf has the advantages of limiting the error propagation to the sphere of influence, and a fast recovery from errors. A few preliminary implementations of Wolf, on a commercial multiple processor system, confirm predicted results. Detailed simulation experiments are being planned to determine the performance of Wolf in the optimistic simulation of large scale dynamical discrete event system. 
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